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CLOUD BASED INTELLIGENT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AND
PREDICTIVE MONITORING PLATFORM
Video surveillance has become progressively more prevalent
in today’s modern society, having applications ranging from
traffic monitoring to fire and theft detection. By 2018, it is
estimated that tens of millions of surveillance cameras will
generate over two billion exabytes of raw video data every
day. This massive growth in video data makes the task of a
surveillance operator increasingly more difficult due to
attention fatigue and human error. With advances in artificial
intelligence algorithms for image recognition, the processing
of surveillance video data can be greatly enhanced through
the use of an expert system.
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ABSTRACT
This project focuses on the development of a cloud based intelligent, predictive video surveillance expert system that can analyze
video surveillance footage for object recognition and classification. The expert system should provide a reliable analysis of specific
situations such as fire hazards, natural disasters, or theft and other suspicious activities. Utilizing the Python API for TensorFlow, the
expert system will generate alerts if these situations are detected based on several pretrained video recognition models.
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Concurrent Computer Corporation is a global software and
solutions company that specializes in video content delivery
products and services. The company currently has multiple
video streaming platforms already in place and provides a
variety of live streaming products and services to businesses.
Concurrent would like to expand into the video surveillance
market segment and offer solutions for the analysis of video
surveillance footage. Clients could potentially purchase cloud
streaming and storage services for surveillance video. The
client could then analyze the surveillance footage through the
use of services offered by Concurrent. For decades video
surveillance has been utilized to record and detect anomalies
such as fire and criminal activity in and around businesses,
homes, and public spaces. However the analysis of such
video in the past has required significant time and effort from
a human viewer, especially if the viewer is observing a live
video feed. Limitations in a human’s ability to vigilantly
monitor video surveillance footage from potentially multiple
monitors gives rise to the need for artificial intelligence that
can more effectively perform surveillance operations. A client
that has many facilities all collecting surveillance video from
tens or even hundreds of cameras is beyond all human
monitoring capabilities. In this case the client has the need
for a system that can analyze live surveillance video footage
from multiple video sources and reliably alert an operator of
specific events. Concurrent Computer Corporation believes
the solution lies in the utilization of artificial intelligence for the
analysis of the surveillance video footage.

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE
Figure 5: Main Dashboard

•Python
•TensorFlow
•Node.js
•OpenCV
Figure 3: LSTM RNN Train Process
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